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Data silos and lock-ins

Scattered all over the web

Lack of control over how and 
what our data is used for 

We have lost control over our personal data



“Solid has become the vital
 next layer of the web stack.”

Sir Tim Berners-Lee: Inventor of the World Wide Web, 
Creator of the Solid platform, CTO & Co-Founder of Inrupt



Personal Online 
Datastores
(PODs)

Stores all kinds of data

Multiple applications can 
access same data 
through POD





POOR  USABILITY
TECHNICAL  AUDIENCE

SLOW  ADOPTION



Why PodBox?

2007

2024



PodBox Demo
Access ControlsPOD Interfacing Interoperability



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6Z893Y5W1w


Research & Design
Usability testing, expert interviews, desk research



Before PodBox, managing data access controls with a POD manager required 3 platforms

OhMyPod: POD manager

Solid apps catalogue Solidcommunity.net POD Provider



How might we improve the POD 
management experience?



Process

Usability Testing Expert Interviews Desk Research

● 4 participants in MIMS
● Needfinding
● Complete user flow

● Interviews with Solid W3C 
Community Group leaders 
and Solid app developers

● Literature review, 
community forums



Unified Functional 
Experience
Completing key tasks requires users to switch 
between multiple platforms, causing 
confusion

“I didn't know where to look for things. I was lost 
and that sums up most of it.”

Design Goal 1



Educational 
Onboarding
Users lack understanding of key terms, 
given that it is a novel technology

“It’s hard to understand when it uses big words, 
which makes me feel like a caveman.”

Design Goal 2



App-First Design
User mental framework of data is tied to apps 

“I know that the data from this app lives in this 
place. I would prefer that it's just presented to me 
upfront rather than just being so deep in there.”

Design Goal 3



Informational 
Nudges
Users don’t understand access control 
implications or what information was important 
for a given task

“I don't know what this means to me right now. I 
don't know what this part is gonna do, so I feel very 
lost right now.”

Design Goal 4



Technical 
Architecture
Application architecture, Linked-Data



Solid decouples 
identity, data, and 
the application
Roles typically all played by a single platform, 
which limit data portability and lock-in users to 
ecosystems that have access to data

User PodIdentity Profile 
Server

PodBox Application

Identity authentication
Data read and write



Interoperability 
and portability via 
data structure
PODs store data in ‘structured’ formats such as 
RDF, contrasting against the use of more 
typical table (relational database) structures 

Source: RDF 1.1 Primer

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-primer/


Interoperability 
and portability via 
data structure
PODs store data in ‘structured’ formats such as 
RDF, contrasting against the use of more 
typical table (relational database) structures 
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Public RDF 
resource for Solid 
Apps in Podbox
Our App Library fetches it’s app library 
information from a public RDF document 
hosted on my POD, with public read access. 

Publicly available App 
Catalogue in RDF 

(hosted on my pod)



So, what’s next?



Thank you!



Appendix







Educational Onboarding vs OhMyPod



App-First Design vs OhMyPod



Interoperability 
and portability via 
data structure

Date of birth 
database

1. Bob

Friend database

1. Bob - Alice

PODs store data in ‘structured’ formats such as 
RDF or Linked-Data, contrasting against the 
use of more typical table like structures. 



Economic Benefits
● Cost effective development because of reusable backend
● No cloud cost, can still acquire transactional data, no data 

security burdens. 
● All of user data at one place unlocks great benefits for insights



Government adoption







We used existing 
vocabularies to 
create a new App 
resource

Apps are written and read as 
‘CreativeWork’ such that other 
applications will also be able to read 
their properties. 


